Run No: 2002
Date: 12-Feb-2017
Venue: Old Red Lion, Horseheath
Hares: One for his Knob & it`ll come off
Scribe: Toed Bedsores
Legover described run 1998 as muddy as the very muddiest of muddy fields with extra mud added by
Mad Muddy McMudsville, the King of Muddiness, making the conditions in the Battle of the Somme
look fairly comfortable! , while Blouse said of the weather for run 2001 - the sky was a sheet of

monotone grey and the cold scythed through all clothing and made you feel like there
was no point in bothering with anything as the cold still withered the flesh of all like
some special type of Bedfordshire frost-necrotising-ebola mix.
The R.A. clearly has a hidden agenda calling down the wrath of the weather gods on
this week’s pack.
So off we set in the sleet to the end of the village, before heading down a muddy path
to even muddier fields. At the bottom of a muddy track, Pedro pointed out we were
not on dust. (N.B. the dust this week was pink flour, as it was 12th Feb.), but in the
distance we could see the visitors from RD2DH3 , who appeared to be following
something, so we cut across to find them, following up thru a muddy field.
The trail followed in this vain through many a muddy field, until we emerged at West
Wickham. Here we were in total confusion, probably having emerged from the wrong
side of a check. Finally some of us gave up and followed the road back to
Horseheath and therefore missed the drink stop.
Today was also Mad Monks 76 birthday, (Many happy returns) which he celebrated
by laying flat on his back in the mud. Sadley, none of the harriets took advantage,
and he had to struggle back to his feet on his own.
Downdowns were awarded to the Hares, folloed by the visitors from RD2DH3.
Strappon and Doggy completed their 100th Runs, and Legover has finally made it to
400.
Next followed some 12 Feb quiz about what side of the bed an what underware some
people wore, but by now some of us were getting chilled again, and retired back to
the bar.
Nice Run Hares, in spite of the weather
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